BEAUTY:
Real or Fake?

There’s a huge difference between feeling pretty
and being beautiful.
Who are you trying to impress?
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Julie

friendship!

Let your adorning – what
makes you beautiful – come
from the inside.
What is Beauty?

When you feel beautiful, you probably
are happier, stand a little taller and look
confident. When you don’t, you may hunch
your shoulders, not smile and feel worthless.
Why does this feeling seem to change from
day to day or depending on who you are
hanging around with? It changes because we
are told beauty is external and no one looks
and feels the same every single day. Society
says if you’re not beautiful, you are doing
something wrong. Therefore you need to buy
this, “tone” that and wear this. As females,
there is no doubt that no matter where you go,
you are surrounded by what beauty “should”
be. It doesn’t matter how old you are, where
you live, which ethnicity you are, if you are
rich or poor- you will be forced to question
the way you look at one time or another.
Beauty ideals are presented to you across
every medium that there is: TV, magazines,
radio, movies- even social media marketing
is targeted toward females, especially if they
have browsed or bought any beauty products
online.
Some girls are better than others at knowing
who they are and refused to be defined by
others. But most girls do get caught up in
what they should and shouldn’t look like. The
main problem with this is that it is so biased,
dependent on different tastes and preferences
and subject to change at any moment. God’s

standards of beauty are very different than
those of society.
Society’s Beauty – “Fake”
Changes frequently with trends
Outside
Out of your control
Subjective
Expensive
Temporary, no one avoids aging
God’s Beauty – “Real”
Never changes with trends
Inside
Totally within your control
Objective
Free, once you accept it
Constant, no matter what your age
God’s beauty is resilient to society and timeit lasts through eternity and it begins in your
heart. 1 Peter 3:3-4 says “Do not let your
adorning be external—the braiding of hair
and the putting on of gold jewelry, or the
clothing you wear— but let your adorning
be the hidden person of the heart with the
imperishable beauty of a gentle and quiet
spirit, which in God’s sight is very precious.”
The word “adorn” is defined as “to make more
beautiful or attractive.” This verse doesn’t
mean you have to stop enjoying clothes,
hairstyles, make-up, etc. It simply means that
defining your beauty by how you look is not
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God’s intent. Let your adorning – what makes
you beautiful – come from the inside.
Anything you can change quickly is not lasting,
much less eternal. What society considers
beautiful is probably the most fake of all. The
“external” of you can – and will – change.
You will age. You may have times in your life
you feel prettier than others. But pretty is not
beauty. Pretty is wholly subjective depending
on personal preferences. Beauty can be much
more objective. It can become real when it
becomes a part of who you are, in your heart
and soul. When you try to be beautiful for
others you will be frustrated, feeling like you
are on display for boys or your friends. And
just when you begin to feel “beautiful,” the
trends change and once again you feel like
you’re trying to catch up. But when you try
to be beautiful for God, you will not only be
trying to please someone who has consistent
standards but you can become more beautiful
as you age. In 2 Corinthians 4:16, the Bible
says, “Though our outer self is wasting away,
our inner self is being renewed day by day.”
What are you doing to renew the beauty God
has given you? How do you develop this true
beauty in such an artificial world?

Beauty: An Illusion

External beauty is created by four main
forces: 1) Media, 2) Fashion and Style, 3)
Body Image and 4) Ourselves.
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1) Media. If nothing else, you must recognize
and understand the power of the media. The
media is the most influential force in defining
external beauty. Period. Through magazines,
you are told exactly what you need to wear
to look hot, how much you need to weigh to
be desirable by men, and what products you
need to buy to fix various “problems” with the
way you look: crème to fade stretch marks,
concealer to hide acne, and so on. In films
and on TV, you are shown the type of woman

the leading male is attractive to. Most of the
time they are petite, skinny and always have
loads of make-up on. Did you know that every
shot is artistically framed by a whole team
of people who ensure they are at their best
angle and the lighting is perfect? And don’t
forget another group of professionals have
chosen the clothes that best suit their bodies,
perfected their hair and painted on their
make-up. The actresses often have personal
trainers and dieticians to keep them looking at
their best. No doubt if you had this entourage,
you, too, would look like a celebrity.
If an actress is a “normal” size, she
is considered curvy. There has been
commentary written about the sizes of
Jennifer Lawrence, Carrie Underwood,
Beyonce and other phenomenally beautiful
women (who in reality are still much slimmer
than your average female). Celebrities who
do have more naturally curvy figures like
Kelly Clarkson, Adele and Sara Ramirez are
considered plus-sized or heavy. It’s not
uncommon to see criticism prompt severe and
unhealthy weight loss by celebrities who then
become disturbingly skinny…and are then
again criticized for being anorexic and bad
role models. Even if they have a good weight,
if they get caught shopping without makeup
or in sweat pants, the media will comment on
their “sloppiness,” maybe even imply a poor
mental state or failing career. Because they
now look like most people do when they do
errands. In real life, someone who got dolled
up just to go to the gas station would look
totally out of place, but in Hollywood, she is
“letting herself go.”
2) Fashion and Style. One of the most
frequently changing beauty ideals is fashion.
Styles that may just be catching on in the
United States have been around Europe for
years. By the time trends make it through
the country, fashion designers in big cities

are already on to the next thing. Basing your
concept of beauty on what you wear is a big
mistake, as it will probably change again in a
few months. Look at a decade like the 1980snow that is a whole genre of costumes for
theme parties that used to be the normal
clothing. Maybe someday your kids will ask
you if you still have any of your old clothes for
a costume party?
Know this: there is absolutely nothing wrong
with shopping for fun, new clothes. Nor is
there anything wrong with wearing makeup or jewelry. The problem occurs when
you place such a high value on them that
it becomes your identity. Beauty becomes
your priority and the outcome of each day
depends on how much attention you got. Ask
yourself: “Who are you doing this for?” Is it to
impress your friends? Attract the attention of
a certain guy? Be the topic of conversation
at school? Psalm 119:37 says, “What do
you mean that you dress in scarlet, that you
adorn yourself with ornaments of gold, that

you enlarge your eyes with paint? In vain
you beautify yourself…”Vanity is a sin. Even
if you are blessed with being conventionally
beautiful, don’t become so obsessed with it
that you become someone who thinks she is
better than others because of her genetics.
Vanity leads to pride and “pride goes before
destruction” (Proverbs 16:18). If you only
spend time on your exterior, you have missed
out on being as beautiful as God hoped
you would become. The Bible never says in
order to be a good Christian, you need to
completely disregard your appearance but
it is one hundred percent clear that striving
for physical beauty is vanity and should never
become your only focus.
3) Body Image. When you look in the mirror,
whom do you see? Many young women see
themselves differently than how others do.
You also have an opinion of yourself and it
is driven by what you feel are your strengths
and weaknesses. A person with normal selfesteem will check the basics- that their make4

up isn’t smudged, their skirt isn’t tucked into
their underwear, etc., basically checking on
their outer appearance, the things they can
change. A person with low self-esteem will
dwell on the things they cannot change and
believe those things are the reason they are
single, that they aren’t happy or popular and
other things that aren’t true. They’ll criticize
their nose or their hair or their body type.
Fashion is always changing but so is body
image. A couple hundred years ago, women
who were fat by today standards were
idolized- just check out any Renaissance
artwork. Women who were heavier were
obviously wealthy, since they could afford
more food and clearly identified as being
upper-class. Do you know how many beauty
practices were created by advertisers looking
to profit? In the early 1900s, the idea of body
odor was just a fact of life until someone
invented antiperspirant. Marketing tactics
were used to convince women that body
odor was embarrassing and needed to be
stopped. Before World War 1, many women
did not shave their legs or underarms. Soon
advertisers started convincing women to use
their razors (designed for men’s beards) to
shave their unsightly extra hair, without even
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really saying why. While it is true that a lot of
clothes before this time did not expose much
skin but with the new fashions, women who
were trying to be trendy and current began
shaving their legs. Think about how massive
these industries are today not just deodorant
and razors, but waxing, laser hair removal, or
anything else you may see on the menu at a
spa. All because people were told that being
smelly was embarrassing and having body
hair was gross.
How you feel about your body plays a
huge role in how you treat your body. Body
dysmorphia is a psychological disorder when
someone becomes obsessed with a minor
or imagined flaw. She actually appears to
herself as differently than she does to others.
This is especially common when it comes to
weight and often leads to an eating disorder.
Even when girls are emaciated and begged
by family, friends and doctors to eat, they still
believe they are fat and need to be skinnier.
Damage to internal organs can be permanent.
Eating disorders are a VERY serious issue
and often co-exist with other psychological
conditions like anxiety, depression and selfharm.
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When you are always trying
to find ways to fix or change
yourself, you are passing
judgment on someone God
created- you.
It is hopefully unlikely that you and most of
your friends will develop a serious eating
disorder but that doesn’t mean you won’t be
overly critical of your body. Psalm 149:13
reminds us that we are carefully created by
God: “I praise you, for I am fearfully and
wonderfully made. Wonderful are your works;
my soul knows it very well.” The sooner you
accept the way that God made you, the less
time and energy you will waste- again, that
is WASTE- on criticizing yourself. Self-respect
is huge when it comes to body image. If
you constantly are down on yourself, you will
believe that others are as well (even when
they are not). If you verbally attack yourself,
saying “I’m so fat!” or “I’m ugly!” you are
telling other people it is okay to think of you
that way. Why should they respect you when
you don’t respect yourself? Beating yourself
up is extremely unattractive and even good
friends may get tired of whining and self-pity.
When you are always trying to find ways to fix
or change yourself, you are passing judgment
on someone God created- you. Who are you
to say to God, “Why have you made me like
this?” (Romans 9:20) You know that being
judgmental is a horrible trait (more on that
later) so why are you so judgmental of
yourself?

Is Skinny Bad?

You MUST understand this: being skinny is
NOT bad. There are girls who are naturally
skinny who are labeled with eating disorders
or unhealthy and that is not true. Some
actresses like Keira Knightley and models
like Cara Delevingne, are two examples of
naturally skinny women, photographed being
carefree, eating junk food and not apologizing
for it. There are skinny women who have faced
the same judgmental attitudes as heavier
ones. They feel the same pressure to look
perfect. Maybe they want a larger chest or
Marilyn Monroe’s hips and no matter what
they eat or how they work out, they can’t.
The grass is NOT always greener on the other
side. EVERYONE has things they are insecure
about and are subject to the same hurt
feelings regardless of their size.
4) Ourselves. The average female in
America is a dress size 12. In Hollywood,
it’s a 2 or 4, maybe a 6 for a curvier actress.
Supermodels are usually a size 0 or 2. The
image you see of celebrities is often an
illusion. The majority of ladies out there will
never be in the public spotlight (which is
probably a good thing for your sanity!!) but
that doesn’t mean you don’t feel like you need
to compete with what you see in the media.
6

When you read magazines or watch shows,
you probably find yourself commenting on
how celebrities look. And then, commenting
on your friends’ and classmates’ clothes. This
may set a dangerous precedent if you’re not
careful and you may become superficial and
judgmental of your friends, family and even
yourself. The Bible says in 1 Samuel 16:7,
“the Lord sees not as man sees: man looks
on the outward appearance, but the Lord
looks on the heart.” Shouldn’t we try to be
more like God? He wants us to love others
as He loves them, which is regardless of the
way they look.

Judging Beauty

We are often our own worst critics and when
we begin to judge others, it increases selfawareness, too. When you criticize others,
famous or not, you are judging them. Romans
14:3 says, “Therefore let us stop passing
judgment on one another. Instead, make up
your mind not to put any stumbling block or
obstacle in the way of a brother or sister.”
Whether it is mean-spirited or even more than
a passing comment you thought was funny,
you are helping maintain society’s standards
of how people should look.
Women, young and old, spend a lot of time
being judgmental not only about beauty but
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about lifestyle choices, personal decisions
and sadly even the faith of others. Have you
ever heard people criticizing others for not
being good Christians? No matter what age
they are, this is akin to bullying. Bullying these
days, as you may know, ruins lives. The bullies
may not ever realize the damage they are
doing but outsiders often see the bullies as
more pathetic and broken than the ones they
are hurting. Bullies put down others to make
themselves seem better. Judgmental Christians
point out faults in others to make themselves
feel more righteous. Understand this: you
should have a strong belief system based
on the Bible and live your life accordingly.
However the Bible is VERY clear on the pitfalls
of being judgmental toward other people:
• “Do not judge, or you too will be judged.”
- Matthew 7:1
• “You, therefore, have no excuse, you who
pass judgment on someone else, for at
whatever point you judge another, you are
condemning yourself, because you who pass
judgment do the same things.” – Romans 2:1
• “Why do you look at the speck of sawdust in
your brother’s eye and pay no attention to the
plank in your own eye?” – Luke 6:41

Even the most perfect physique
is never enough for a longlasting, loving relationship.
• “Do not speak evil against one another,
brothers. The one who speaks against a
brother or judges his brother, speaks evil
against the law and judges the law. But if you
judge the law, you are not a doer of the law
but a judge.” – James 4:11
God is the final judge. Period. Today, promise
yourself that you will stop hurtfully criticizing
and judging yourself and others. You truly
may not intend to cause hurt feelings but you
never know how someone else will interpret
what you say. Once you accept who you are
and you then accept others, then you can
stop wasting time in a role that is not yours
to assume.

Beauty and the Boys

Women love believing they are beautiful. They
love being told they are beautiful, especially
by men they find attractive. There is nothing
wrong with enjoying a compliment. Yet some
women feed off of this praise and make their
appearance toward men such a priority that
it drives how they live and dress. Women
have changed their wardrobe, how they style
their hair and even their physical appearance
through plastic surgery in order to impress
men. Sure it may work…temporarily. They
may turn some heads, get a few phone
numbers…but even the most perfect
physique is never enough for a long-lasting,
loving relationship. Any relationship that
begins on this is doomed to fail.

When you do meet that special person, love
may not be what you expect. Real life is not
what you see in the movies. You see that
person at their best and their worst. Few
people maintain their physical beauty when
tempers flair or they have food poisoning
in the bathroom or if they gain 60 pounds
during pregnancy. Yet you hear people in
love call each other “beautiful” even when it
doesn’t make sense to anyone else. You hear
about soldiers who come back from the war
missing legs, people left with horrible scars
from burns or accidents, or those born with
physical deformities. Yet they find love and
are deeply treasured. Have you ever seen a
beautiful girl with an ugly guy? Or vice versa?
Clearly this definition of beauty is not totally
in line with what society says it should be. So
how is it different?
This beauty derives from love. Love is a
wonderful experience that will heighten your
emotions like nothing before and will change
your whole outlook on life. Love is also a
choice and it isn’t always easy. You will have
to work at it every day, through conflicts
and arguments. Sometimes you may feel like
giving up. But learning how to work through
a problem will strengthen the love you have
together. Many healthy couples are also
best friends with each other and this doesn’t
happen overnight. If you have ever been to
a wedding, you may have heard this scripture
read aloud: “Love is patient and kind; love
8

does not envy or boast; it is not arrogant or
rude. It does not insist on its own way; it is
not irritable or resentful; it does not rejoice at
wrongdoing, but rejoices with the truth. Love
bears all things, believes all things, hopes
all things, endures all things.”(1 Corinthians
13:4-7) This is a perfect description of love
and what it should be from the Bible itself.
Nothing here is about beauty or physical
attraction.
In fact, beauty and physical attraction can
be your worst enemy. Lust comes from
these. As mentioned before, love is about
emotions but also choice. Lust is only driven
by emotion and often your conscious has no
say, therefore leading to mistakes. Many girls
will feel like they need to get overly physical
in order to keep a guy interested, including
having sex. Statistics show that once you
lose your virginity, you are more likely to have
casual sex. Having sex is not making love. You
cannot make love with someone you are not
in love with; having sex will not suddenly make
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you fall maddeningly in love with each other so
never let anyone tell you it will. If a guy ever
says, “If you love me, you’d have sex with me,”
don’t fall for it. The truth is if a guy really loves
you, he will wait. If he sees a future with you,
he will value you enough to wait until you have
made a lifelong commitment to each other.
In fact, a real keeper of a guy will actually
encourage you to wait. Hebrews 13:4 says,
“marriage should be honored by all, and the
marriage bed kept pure, for God will judge the
adulterer and all the sexually immoral.” Sex is
lustful; making love was created for marriage.
Once you get married, you will have to make
a conscious choice to be faithful to your
husband, despite being tempted. You have to
choose to value your virginity and ultimately
your morals and dignity. You know what the
best wedding gift you can give your future
husband is? He obviously thinks you are
beautiful and wonderful or else he wouldn’t be
dating you. Let him know he is the one you
have waited for. You could have had other
guys, but you waited for him because he is

If he sees a future with you, he
will value you enough to wait
until you have made a lifelong
commitment to each other.
special and the one you’re meant to be with.
How flattering is that?

• “Like a lily among thorns is my darling
among the young women.” (2:2)

It is important for you to understand that
if you have already had sex, you are not
devalued. You are not any less precious or
loved by God. You are not any less deserving
of happiness. Although you can never get
your virginity back, you can make a promise
to God to keep you away from lust from now
on. If you ask Him for help, you will get it:
“No matter how deep the stains of your sins,
I can remove it. I can make you as clean as
freshly fallen snow. Even if you are stained
as red as crimson, I can make you white as
wool.” (Isaiah 1:18). There is nothing you
have done that God cannot forgive or help you
overcome, including sexual behavior. Change
your focus and pretty soon, you won’t even
miss your past behavior or feelings. 2 Timothy
2:22 says to “flee youthful passions and
pursue righteousness, faith, love, and peace,
along with those who call on the Lord from
a pure heart.” The people you hang around
with have a huge impact on your decisions
and lifestyle choices. Surround yourself with
friends and mentors who value love, marriage
and will help keep you away from careless
sexual activity.

•“You are altogether beautiful, my love; there
is no flaw in you.” (4:7)

The Bible is full of descriptions of love but
Song of Solomon is downright romantic.

• “My beloved is radiant and ruddy,
outstanding among ten thousand.” (5:10)
• “Place me like a seal over your heart, like
a seal on your arm; for love is as strong as
death, its jealousy unyielding as the grave.
It burns like blazing fire, like a mighty flame.”
(8:6)
Aren’t these so much more interesting than
hearing, “You look hot?” And here’s the
shocker: all of this is an opinion. Just like
politics, the best movie or the tastiest food,
physical beauty is someone’s personal
preference. Some guys love tall, athletic girls.
Others prefer short, petite ones. Some girls
like blond, fitness jocks while others only date
musicians. They are all adamant about what
they want and what they don’t. The traits that
set someone apart or makes them beautiful
may be treasured by one person but barely
noticed by another.
If you haven’t already, you will experience
feelings for someone who doesn’t feel the
same way about you. And it’s lame. It doesn’t
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make sense. You may feel like there is
something wrong with you- you aren’t pretty
enough, you aren’t slim enough, you aren’t
good enough. Though it won’t feel like it at the
time, none of this is true. It is simply because
their preferences are not the same as yours.
Real beauty comes from a good heart and it is
hard to maintain your joy and optimism when
your heart is broken. The Bible even says in
Proverbs 4:23 “Above else, guard your heart,
for everything you do flows from it.” Don’t
confuse lust and love, giving your heart and
time away to just anyone. Make a guy earn
your heart. Don’t waste your time, hopes and
heartache on someone who doesn’t see you
as a “lily among thorns.”
Do you know how many tears have been
wasted by girls who think they are never
going to find true love or get married? Here’s
a secret: most every girl has this fear at
some point but very few actually experience
it. It may not be to the guy you think it will
be or according to the timetable you have
for your life. God gifted us with marriage
and it is very natural to long to meet the
one you will spend your life with. God wants
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us to experience the blessing of marriage,
but finding your soulmate should not define
your life or how you think about yourself. No
(normal) person marries with the idea they
will someday divorce. Brides believe they are
marrying the man of their dreams and that it
will last forever. Sadly, this is not always true.
There are a hundred reasons why people
divorce; but there are common feelings of
rejection, failure and inadequacy. The point of
this depressing reality is that you cannot wrap
up your identity in what anyone else thinks of
you, including your future husband.
Boys grow up to be men. They mature. Do
you know what mature men find beautiful?
Confidence. Self-respect. Kindness. A sense
of humor. Intelligence. Character. Passion.
Purpose. These are all things that God
considers beautiful (more later) and are
available to you at any time. God’s design
is perfect. Becoming who God created you
to be is beautiful and that fact will make you
beautiful to others.

Your character is the “big
picture” of your personality
and will be your first
impression, your reputation,
your legacy and ultimately the
direction you take for the one
life God has given you.
How Does Health Fit in to This?

Christians who are interested in fitness and
health often use the following scripture: “I
appeal to you therefore, brothers, by the
mercies of God, to present your bodies as a
living sacrifice, holy and acceptable to God,
which is your spiritual worship.” (Romans
12:1). Your body is a gift given to you by
God; it is the only one you have and you honor
Him by respecting the body He gave you. It
saddens Him to see you treat something He
created just for you with such disrespect.
This should be the mindset not only when you
are considering your health, but also when it
comes to alcohol, drugs, cigarettes and even
things like promiscuous sex.
Have you heard the phrase, “Everything
in moderation?” The people who are most
healthy in mind and body are the people who
have routines to keep active and eat right.
Not people who go on crazy crash diets or
over-exercise 2-3 times a day. You can be
healthy without spending hours in a gym

every day. Doctors say 20 minutes of cardio
activity is sufficient for exercising your heart
and maintaining your health. Unless you are
a professional athlete or under a doctor’s
supervision to lose a lot of weight, working out
excessively is not only completely unnecessary
but it can be extremely damaging. Your
motivation to work out should be to maintain
a healthy weight, heart and lifestyle. Anyone
who works out regularly will tell you they have
more energy, they get sick less and it is a fact
is they have a healthy, vibrant appearance.
Plus they have more flexibility in splurging
when they want to.
That’s right, even fit people splurge. A piece
of chocolate cake or a cheeseburger is not
only okay every now and then- it should be
encouraged! Psychologically when you flat
out deprive yourself of food cravings, you
automatically want them more and are more
likely to binge when you do give in to them. Nocarb diets may help lose a lot of weight in the
first few weeks, but as soon as the diet is over,
12

you allow yourself to eat the way you used
to and the weight comes back immediately.
A famous cliché is “you are what you eat.”
There is truth in this. Your eating habits will
determine your long-term weight – you simply
will NOT be an overweight or unhealthy person
on a balanced diet of regular vegetables,
fruits, lean meats and plenty of water, despite
the occasional splurge. If your habits include
a lot of packaged foods, desserts and fried
food, it will be much harder to maintain a
healthy weight and will also lead to serious
health problems in the future such as heart
attacks, obesity and diabetes.
The fact is, good health will make you feel
more energized in your day to day life, will help
you sleep better, face physical illnesses with
more strength and increase your self-esteem
knowing you have accomplished something
important to yourself and God. Many people,
even guys, will be attracted to the respect you
have for yourself. Your health is important.
Does it make you beautiful? Not on its own.
But it isn’t everything: “For physical training is
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of some value, but godliness has value for all
things, holding promise for both the present
life and the life to come.” (1 Timothy 4:8)
Just as with appearances, being healthy is
important for your life here on earth but does
not last for eternity.

Why does it matter?

The fact is, what you look like does matter.
If you have poor hygiene, don’t care about
your health and have bad habits, people will
notice that you do not care about or respect
yourself. There is something very appealing
and attractive about people who can balance
work, health, school and fun. It is up to you to
determine how much trying to look beautiful
will dictate your life. But remember this:
beauty is in the eye of the beholder. What is
attractive to one person will be ugly to another.
Don’t waste your God-given attributes and
talents trying to be what you think someone
else wants you to be.
What you may not understand now but you
will someday is how you look is driven just

Your body is a gift given to you by
God; it is the only one you have
and you honor Him by respecting
the body He gave you.
as much by your insides as your outsides.
Someone who dresses well may get some
attention but someone who is beautiful inside
will have a special quality that draws people to
her regardless of her clothes and make-up. A
stunning actress who always frowns, criticizes
others and treats her body horribly will only
get so far based on her looks alone. Her
beauty will fade but her inner beauty (or lack
thereof) will last forever, or until she makes
some big changes in her life and attitude.
Isaiah 40:8 says, “The grass withers and the
flowers fall, but the word of our God endures
forever.” Even the most beautiful, vibrant
flower will one day die. God’s Word will not
fail- and it is very clear on what makes a godly
woman truly beautiful.

Real Beauty Is…

Gentleness. In 1 Peter 3:3-4, the Bible
specifically says your beauty shouldn’t come
from your appearance but “should be that
of your inner self, the unfading beauty of a
gentle and quiet spirit, which is of great worth
in God’s sight.” If you think of someone who
is gentle, you think of someone who is calm
and tender. You don’t picture someone who
is quick to anger, or would try to hurt anyone
else. A “gentle, quiet spirit” is someone who
trusts in God and uses that trust to combat

the anxiety and worry that makes your life
seem busy and loud.
Patience. God’s timing will rarely line up with
yours. You will want answers quickly, especially
when you feel alone or afraid. But sometimes
it is simply the act of being patient that will
give you the answers you want, perhaps
opening doors you didn’t even know existed.
Philippians 1:6 reminds us that God will see us
through a good work to completion. Anything
worth waiting for will have times of uncertainty,
frustration and doubt. When you are in these
low moments, pray for God’s comfort. Romans
12:12 commands us to “rejoice in hope, be
patient in tribulation, be constant in prayer.”
Keep a positive attitude and an open line of
communication with God so you are listening
when He speaks to you. Even if you don’t
know what you’re waiting for, be excited for
what is possible because God has big plans
for your life (Jeremiah 29:11). That alone will
make any patience completely worthwhile.
Perseverance. If patience is the waiting part
of life, perseverance is how you make patience
worthwhile. Whether it is means practicing,
learning, waiting or even constant praying,
perseverance is how you stay focused and
motivated. Galatians 6:9 says, “And let us not
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grow weary of doing good, for in due season
we will reap, if we do not give up.” No one
is successful at everything they try, especially
the first time. If you give up too early, you
will always what would have happened “if.”
Regrets are an awful way to get tied to your
past and you can regret something you have
never tried way more than something you
failed at. Even if you feel you have failed
already, think about what you learned. Maybe
you discovered something about yourself.
Maybe you figured out what you did wrong
and now can try again in a whole new way that
makes more sense.
Wisdom. “A wise man once said…nothing.”
This is a quote that is very simple but if you
think about it, has a lot of value and even
scriptural backing: “Even a fool who keeps
silent is considered wise; when he closes
his lips, he is deemed intelligent” (Proverbs
17:28). In a world where everyone seems to
have an opinion or claims to be an expert on
something, being silent is a very uncommon
trait. A great vocabulary or even a knowledge
of current events alone does not make you
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wise. It’s how you react that will separate you
from others. Our words are often fueled by
emotions- “I love you,” “I hate you,” etc. While
an emotion can be fleeting, the words you say
are not. Careless words can ruin families,
friendships, churches, jobs and more. A wise
person will always think before he speaksand before he reacts. James 1:19-20 says,
”But let everyone be quick to hear, slow to
speak and slow to anger; for the anger of man
does not achieve the righteousness of God.”
When you do speak, remember that a woman
is praised when she “opens her mouth in
wisdom and the teaching of kindness is on her
tongue” (Proverbs 31:26). You can use your
words to lift others up and encourage them;
sharing your own wisdom and knowledge is a
gift you can give someone else. Also, a truly
wise person is humble to God and others;
they will never need to brag about how smart
they are. They know that they need help and
are not afraid to ask God for wisdom (James
1:5). Real wise people also know that they are
never finished learning and they can’t wait to
see what else God will teach them through
their lives.

God sees beauty in your very
existence. You are already
precious and beloved.
Strong Character. Character is the
combination of your values, morals and
personality traits. Things like a great reputation
and success are a result from having good
character. Traits like loyalty, compassion,
honesty and integrity are part of a good
character. For Christians, having a Christian
character is driven by your commitment
to Christ. Your actions and choices reflect
Him and you never know whom you may be
witnessing to through your everyday behavior:
“And by this we know that we have come to
know him, if we keep his commandments.
Whoever says ‘I know him’ but does not keep
his commandments is a liar, and the truth is
not in him.”(1 John 2:3-4). People will notice
if you’re someone who can simply recite a lot
of scripture or if you’re someone who truly
commits to the Bible through your actions.
Character, whether good or bad, is a result
of consistency. As a Christian, when you say
one thing but do another, you speak poorly of
yourself and other Christians but especially of
God. Philippians 4:8 says, “Finally, brothers,
whatever is true, whatever is honorable,
whatever is just, whatever is pure, whatever
is lovely, whatever is commendable, if there
is any excellence, if there is anything worthy
of praise, think about these things.” When
you are feeling confused or frustrated, take
a moment to think how you should respond
to the situation, whether it’s how you feel at
the time or not. The Bible is clear on what
is right and wrong; there is a good chance

you already know what you should do so
don’t look for shortcuts to try to justify
your impulsive, emotional response. Some
aspects of character may come naturally to
you, while others will need to be developed.
Yet your character can be easily corrupted
if any weakness goes unnoticed or ignored.
You may be a kind and helpful person, but a
desire to always please and be liked could
make you prone to exaggeration and lying.
Your character is the “big picture” of your
personality and will be your first impression,
your reputation, your legacy and ultimately
the direction you take for the one life God has
given you.
A Heart Set on Eternity. There is nothing
more beautiful to God than a woman who is
willing to obey Him and offer herself in service
to Him. Proverbs 31:30 says, “Charm is
deceptive, and beauty is fleeting; but a woman
who fears the Lord is to be praised.” We are
on this earth for such a short time, but as
Christians we will be in heaven for eternity.
Living our lives for people here on earth
seems so insignificant when you think of it this
way. We should live our lives for God, who will
be with us for all eternity. What you do for God
will flow from you to others and you will enrich
people’s lives as a byproduct of living for God.
God “has also set eternity in the human heart;
yet no one can fathom what God has done
from beginning to end.” (Ecclesiastes 3:11).
Nobody- repeat, nobody- knows God’s plans.
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What we do know is that there is an eternity
and we have the option to spend it in Heaven.
When Jesus died on the cross, He didn’t do
it only for the people who were alive at that
moment. He did it for everyone who would
ever live. Jesus had eternity in His mind when
He paid for our sins with His life. Ephesians
5:1-2 says, “Follow God’s example, therefore,
as dearly loved children and walk in the way of
love, just as Christ loved us and gave himself
up for us as a fragrant offering and sacrifice
to God.” Any sacrifice you ever have to make
pales in comparison to that of Jesus yet you
can still have an amazing impact on God’s
kingdom.
You may be the only example of Christ in the
lives of others and your witness may lead to
their salvation. Right now you may feel too
young or inexperienced to make a difference
but that is not the case- even the Bible agrees:
“As long as you are aware that you have a lot
to learn, you can still hold true to what you
know is right at this stage of your life and do
your best to share it with others.”
(1 Timothy 4:11).
To Recap, Real Beauty is:
Driven by Love
Health & Self-respect
Gentleness
Patience
Perseverance
Wisdom
Strong Character
A Heart Set on Eternity
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Real Beauty is NOT:
What you see on TV or the Movies
Trendy
What your friends tell you to look like
to impress boys
Vanity
Judging Others
Hypocrisy
Jealousy

God sees beauty in your very existence. You
are already precious and beloved. He tells
us, ”I have summoned you by name. You are
mine” (Isaiah 43:1). When you have Christ in
your heart, you have a beauty that cannot be
altered and it is your duty to share that with
others. Show them love, because God loved
you. Show them forgiveness, because God
forgave you. Show them hope, because you
have hope in eternity. The more you strive to
honor God in all you do, the stronger your own
faith and confidence will become. You will have
a beauty that nothing- no person, no amount
of time, no adversity- can ever take away from
you.

Questions and Scripture:
1. How do you want to be known to others? How does God see you? Do these line
up? Read Matthew 6:1 and 1 John 4:20. What do hypocrisy and being judgmental
have in common?
2. 1 Corinthians 13:1-8. Love is incredibly important. How can you show love to
those around you in a non-romantic way?
3. Read 1 Timothy 3:11. Think of the sins that happen when they are ignored and
why especially in marriage they are so important.
4. Be honest: have you ever been jealous of another girl? Someone who seems to
get all the attention from guys and always looks great? How did you overcome it?
Examine the following scripture on what the Bible has to say about jealousy when
it comes to your behavior (James 3:16), your health (Proverbs 14:30) and your
actions (Ecclesiastes 4:4).
5. Check out Matthew 5:16. How would you describe your light? What are you doing
to develop the talents God has given you? Are you sharing those and your faith with
others?
6. Even our weaknesses are part of God’s plan for us. Trusting Him through these
weaknesses will make our faith even stronger. Read 2 Corinthians 12:9-10. What are
some things you need God’s help with? Talk to a friend about this and take the time
to pray for not only yourselves, but each other as well.
7. God’s love for us is amazing. Jesus’ sacrifice and resurrection are beautiful. Read
1 Corinthians 1:11, Ephesians 5:1-2, and John 13:13-17. Write down one thing you
want to do to try to imitate Christ. Put it on your desk, mirror or phone- somewhere
you see it everyday. Commit yourself to implementing this change in your life and
prepare to see some amazing results.
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